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Introduction

The UDVGuard is application designed for simple control of the entrance doors to offices, school 
buildings, warehouses and other enclosed spaces.

This manual describes version UDVGuard for iPhones and iPads operating on the iOS platform.
The program can be downloaded for free from the Apple Appstore as well as other applications 
designed for the iOS platform.

    App Store

One installation of  program UDVGuard is able to control up to four entrance doors.

The UDVGuard enables:

- to see the person at the doors
- to speak with the person at the doors
- unlock entrance doors

This program uses SIP communication technology ( Session Initiation Protocol - RFC 3261) in SIP 
server mode.
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Preparation

Please check that you DoorPhone/s has correct firmware version. You need version 3.5.76 or 
higher. If you have older version please check Update DoorPhone firmware chapter.

Attention!!!  Application won’t work properly with older firmware.

You will have to mark each iOS number you want to call from DoorPhone. Please use checkmark 
“iOS”.

Attention !!!  If you don’t mark phone number as “iOS” in DoorPhone settings you won’t be able to 
receive phone calls to your iOS device.

iPad/iPhone lock screen

Due limitations of iOS we recommend you to not lock your iPad, if you use it as stationary device 
iOS. 
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Download the program from the App Store and its 
installation
Attention!!!  You need to properly configure all DoorPhones, before you try to install application 
UDVGuard. It is important that all DoorPhones are turned on and accessible on the same network 
as iPad (iPhone) with installed application UDVGuard. Use these steps to verify:
• open Internet browser on your iPad (iPhone)
• enter the IP address of DoorPhone
• check, if you can see web setup interface of DoorPhone

If you can see web interface of DoorPhone, you can proceed to install the program UDVGuard.

Click on the App Store icon                  

and find the application UDVGuard and install program UDVGuard to the iPad.
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The first launch of the program UDVGuard

A UDVGuard application icon appears on the desktop. Click on this icon to open the application.

Attention!!! Please check that your iPad/iPhone has internet connection. You cannot use 
application without it.

Attention!!! Please check that your DoorPhone has internet connection. You won’t be able to 
make call to any iOS application without it.

Welcome dialog and tutorial will be shown and you have to configure application. You will have to 
add your SIP account. 
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Here is description of inputs:

Account - Name of account created on SIP server (you can use anything if don’t have any server 
and you are using DoorPhone as a server)

Auth.Id - Fill in your authentication name (use to authorise you on SIP server) otherwise fill in you 
account name.

Password - Password for you account on SIP server (in case of DoorPhone as a server - type 
anything)

Domain - Address of SIP server (in case of DoorPhone as a server - it is DoorPhone IP address)

Attention!!! If you are using DoorPhone as a SIP server please add same phone number as 
account name to your DoorPhone phone book and check that DoorPhone is in P2P mode.

After filling all details and successful registration new screen will be shown and you can add your 
DoorPhone.

Attention!!! Be sure that your DoorPhone is on same network as your iPad/iPhone.You can check 
it by opening iPad/iPhone web browser and type your DoorPhone ip address.

DoorPhone detail screen

Here is description of inputs:

Please enter URL to your DoorPhone (required) - Requires IP address or domain name of 
DoorPhone.

Port (required) - It contains number of network port web service interface of DoorPhone. Standard 
value is 80.

Username a Password (optional) - Enter it only in case that your DoorPhone is protected by a 
username and password. You can set in the DoorPhone web interface.

Optional name (optional) - Use this name if you don’t want to use name set in DoorPhone.
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Incoming extension (optional) - Typical usage is together with Fritzbox, when you have to set 
different incoming SIP name other than in DoorPhone settings.

Outgoing extension (optional) - You can use this option, if you need to override outgoing SIP 
name with different value than in DoorPhone settings (typically in Fritzbox)

After filling all details and successful adding new DoorPhone normal application screen will be 
shown. You will be asked for two rights. Application needs access to microphone and send you 
push notifications. Please allow them.

Attention!!! If you will not allow access to microphone, you won’t be able to communicate.

Attention!!! If you will not allow sending notification, you won’t receive any calls while you device 
is locked or application is not running.
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Basic program settings

Tap the “Settings” to open a settings screen.

Settings screen is divided to multiple sections. Each section represents one logical segment. There 
is also Send log button - It sends diagnostic information about the program for technical support
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Instructions - show this manual

About - displays information about the program and its current status

Doorbell list - Enables to add, remove or edit DoorPhones: 

You can edit DoorPhone by taping on it. Delete DoorPhone by standard iOS gesture (swipe left).
Use “+” button to add new DoorPhone.

Picture format - Allows you to change size of video from DoorPhone.

Active account - You can change registration information on the SIP server here.

Attention !!!  It is recommended to check correct registration settings of UDVGuard using the 
display status in About (please check next chapter)

Call prefix - Set predial for all outgoing calls

Enable debug - Starts logging more information to system log. Use this option, before you are 
sending log informations (please check next chapter)

View as bookmarks - Allows you to change displayed number of DoorPhones. Please check 
Display Modes chapter

Diagnostic
First you need to check correct registration to the SIP server. This data can be found in the window 
Setttings-About.

This device IP address - shows the IP address assigned to the iPad (iPhone) connected to a wifi 
network. It is important that this value is in the same range of IP addresses as the  DoorPhones.

Attention !!! Registered on SIP server - Signalling that the program is successful registered to the 
SIP server. If you see “Not registered on SIP server”, you have to check address of the SIP 
server and your registration parameters to the SIP server (user name, auth. id and password).

Attention !!!  If you feel that everything is set up correctly and the program still does not work well, 
there is the possibility to send diagnostic data to the manufacturer's technical support and ask for 
help. You can use option Send Log in Settings for this purpose. For details about this function see 
chapter next chapter.
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Send diagnostic data
When all settings mentioned in chapter Diagnosis proper function of the program are correct 
and the program does not work properly, it is possible to use help of producer. You can send 
diagnostic data from UDVGuard to the technical support of the manufacturer. Please check 
Enable debug in application settings and work some time with application (you should replicate 
your problem again).

To sending diagnostic data, use the option Send log.
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Attention !!!  To use the Send log service is necessary to have set mailbox account on this iPad 
(iPhone).  A response from Technical Support  will be back on this mailbox.  

Item To: contains e-mail address for technical support. There is attached a text file with embedded 
diagnostic data program. Please describe the problem you are facing.

… and select symbol Send 

Display Modes
If you have configured two or more DoorPhones in the network and if you have the program  
UDVGuard installed on the iPad, you can choose between two display modes.

Single screen setup with standard page dots at the bottom of the screen:

You can switch between DoorPhone by using swipe left or right gesture  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Four screen setup:

You can switch between one screen and four screen in Settings by selecting View as bookmarks.
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Update DoorPhone firmware

Please download new firmware from http://www.alphatech.cz/firmware-ip-bold.html.

You can upload it via web interface of your DoorPhone (use IP address). Please go to section 
Service and select Firmware upgrade. File can be selected by clicking on white box right to 
“Choose firmware file” After that please click on “Save”. You will see progress in big white box - 
“Store progress … 10%”

Upload is finished when you see “Upgrading firmware successful”. Please click on “Restart” 
button to restart DoorPhone.
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